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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
28,4 (1987) 
REMARKS OH PERIODIC SOLUTIONS, WITH PRESCRIBED 
ENERGY, FOR SINGULAR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
Carlo GRECO 
Abstract. In this psper we are searching for periodic solutions,with 
prescribed energy,of Hawiltonian systems x"=H y= -H (x,y%9P)f where 
H(x,y) has the classical form: H(x,y)= -|jy| +V(x). We suppose that V(x) —* 
—* -oi>8s x —*>S (ScR"), rtatiely that the potential V is singular at x*S. 
Key words; Classical Hatttiltonisn systems, periodic solutions, singula-
rities. 
Classification: 34C25, 58F22 
I 1. Introduction. Let S be a closed not empty subset of fC (n2:2), 
and let V€C4W(Rrl-S,R) be such that: 
(1.1) V(x)-*. -o&asx^S; 
(1.2) there exists 3 neighboorrtood Jt of S, snd a function U*C (flP-S-R), 
such that: 
(i) U(x) —• - ot> as x —¥ S 
(ii) -V(x)£(u'(x)|2 for every x * JT-S 
(|»t is the norm in RP). The equation: 
(1.3) V= -V'(x) 
'where x=dx/dt and v'(x)- the grsdient of V at x) describes the notion of a 
dynamical system in a conservative force field (t is the time-varisble, snd 
V is the potentisl of this field). Because of (1.1), we say that the potert- ' 
tial V is "singular" at xcS; moreover, we observe that (1.2) is verified if, 
for instance, V(x)= -I/|xj* with «C2 2, while it does not hold if 
1 S * ? < 2 . The Main problems concerning (1.3), are to find periodic solutions 
Hork supported by Ministero P.I. (40% - 60%) and by G.N.A.F.A. of C.N.R. 
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of (1.3) with a prescribed period, or with a prescribed energy (if x(t) is a 
solution of (1.3), its energy is, of course: h= -K-IXWI +V(x(t))). 
The existence of pe r iod ic solutions of (1.3), with a prescribed pe r iod , 
was f i r s t investigated by Gordon £6*J under the hypothesis (1.2). More recen-
tly, the same problem has been studied in ni,l2],C33,C8]. In C6J, there are 
also some results of the existence of (non-per iod ic) solutions of (1.3), 
with prescribed energy which join two given points of K -S (see also £7.1). In 
this paper we are searching for periodic solutions, with a given energy, of 
(1.3). To this end, we shall follow the method developed by Seife r t in f 12J 
and, more recently, used in [5],[9] in the case of a nonsingular potential. 
Then, we search for closed geodesies of the so-called "Jacobi me tr ic" associ-
ated with the potential V. 
Fix heR, and set: 
N=*xeRn-S|V(x)£h}, B= ix&Rn-S|V(x)=h};; 
let us consider M=NwS and Y=-Co* C(tO,lJ,M)| a>(0), «o(l)i B}. In 193 it is 
proved that HQ(Y,B,Z)4-0 or ?Tk(Y,B)#0 for some k£l; in other words, there 
is an arcwise connected component ec of Y d i f fe ren t from B (oc € H (Y,B,Z) -
-f 0}), or there is a not t r i v i a l class /$ (#fr OTk(Y,B)--f0}) of continuous 
maps f:Dk ~* Y with f(Sk""1)c B, where Dk is the disc in Rk, and S k" 1=dD k. 
Set Y* =-Jo>6 Y| G> "does not cross" S}; the f i r s t result of this paper con-
cerns the case in which one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1.4) HQ(Y*,B,Z)*0; 
(1.5) 3Tk(Y*,B)4-0 for some k*N. 
More p rec ise ly , the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that (1.1) and (1.2) hold, that M is compact, and 
that V'(x)f-0 for every xcB. Then, if (1.4) or (1.5) is v e r i f i e d , there ex-
ists a per iod ic solution of (1.3), with energy h. 
Remark 1.1. Let us observe that the hypotheses (1.4), (1.5) are v e r i -
fied, for example, if M is a ring-shaped domain r, «-• |x|--i r2 or a to rus, and 
S is a finite set. On the other hand, (1.4) and (1.5) do not hold if, for in-
stance, M=B (0) (the ball in ff) and S= i O h Theorem 1.2 below just deals 
with such a situation. 
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.1 also holds for dynamical systems with kinetic 
energy i a..(x)*1)^, where iai-(x)> is a positive definite ma tr ix. 
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Remark 1.3. For every b*B, let us denote by xfa(t) the solution of 
(1.3) such that xb(0)=b and xb(0)=0;x._(t) is, of course, constrained within 
the "potential well" N. If such a solution reaches B again at some t=T , 
then the function x(t) such that x(t)=xfa(t) if tetO,Tj, and x(t)= 
=x. (2T -t) if tiCT ,2T 3, is a 2T -pe r iodic solution of (1.3), with energy 
h; it is called "brake o r b i t " . As in £12], 15} and 193, the solutions obtai-
ned in Theorem 1.1 are, more precisely, brake orbits. 
Remark 1.4. For general dynamical systems with s i ngu la r i t i es , we can-
not expect the existence of brake o r b i t s ; if, fo r example, S= {0} and V is 
sphe r i ca l l y symmetric (that is V(x)=V(|x|)), M is a sphere, and the curve 
x. (t) coincides with the radius from b to 0, so it cannot give rise to a bra-
ke o r b i t . A per iodic solution of (1.3), with energy h, which lies completely 
in the i n t e r i o r of N, is called " i n t e r i o r o r b i t " . The existence of such or-
bits is examined in the next theorem. 
Theoгem 1.2. Suppose t h a t R =R , ar 
(1.6) l i m V(x)|x| 2 = - oг> 
У-*0 
(1.7) l im V(x) = oo 
Ul-»да 
(1.8) l i m i n f | v ' ( x ) | > 0 
Ы->co 
(1.9) l i m sup |v'(x)|-c oo 
(1.10) l i m |V"(x)|=0. 
. * | - » á ! > 
Then, there exists h eR such that, fo r every hZ:h , there exists an i n t e r i -
' o ' o' 
or o rb i t (see Remark 1.4) of (1.3), with energy h. 
§ 2. The geometrical framework. Fix he R, suppose v'(x)4»0 fo r every 
o 
x e B, and consider the metr ic ds =a(x) <f.-dx.dx. on N, where a(x)=h-V(x) 
(notice that ds is degenerate on B). We now define a coordinate system in a 
neighbourhood of B. Let z ,z ,...,zn~ be the local coordinates on B (we re-
call that B is an (n-l)-dimensional manifold); then, if beB, we can repre-
sent xb(t) (same notations as in Remark 1.3) by the n-1 coordinates of 




So, if <T, >0 is sufficiently small, we get a neighbourhood of B in N, para-
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rized by B * 10,^,1, such that B& »{znsd"J are parallel surfaces orthogo-




If O - t ^ A cTp we set N̂ . *N~ -C0< zn< <f } and M - =N # u S (clearly B^- » 
• B M ^ ) . 
The next step is to modify the metric ds; let us denote by d(x) the 
(euclldean) distance in Rn of x from the set S of singularities. For (t> ** 0 
(small), let $ f e C* OfjO-ll) be such that <ty (x)*l if d(x)*tW2,^(x)=0 
if d(x) z f , and consider the function Vp(x)=(l~ ^ M M x ^ o u M n u , w h e r e 
nu-nnin {V(x)|x *M, d(x) s j»/2}. Then, we can define the new metric dsi -> 
*a*(x) CT.cdx.dx, on M S N u S , where a|B(x)=h-UB(x); as shown by tl2), § 6 
(see also 111]), if 0 * £*< <fj<dv there exists a modified metric dtL on 
M̂ > such that M^. is geodesically convex with respect to d3L , and dsL -dSg 
on M- . Set A - * { T * C([0,1J,M^)|r is piecewise smooth, and r(Q)»r(D* 
• B • 1f, and introduce the energy functionals E_, t*A~ -» R with respect 
*3 7 r *3 
to dSp and ds* , namely: 
yr)*/4ef(T
(t>>|*(t) |2dt» V T ) *£ ' * ( t ) l ~ d t 
(I'l* is the dst-norm). Since difl is obtained by multiplying ds- by a real 
function 2:1, we have -L»(r ^ ^ T ^ * Tne main reason -*or considering the ge-
odesic convex metric dlL, is to define a curve shortening procedure on M -: 
r &$ 
let us denote by # the distance on M^ with respect to d!L. Then, there ex-
ists tj > 0 such that: 1°) if cf(x,y)*i|, there exists a unique shortest ge-
odesic arc which joins x to y; 2°) if cf(x,B-)*« , there exist a unique 
*3 
point r(x) A B - , and a unique shortest geodesic arc which joins x to r(x). <f3 
Fix K^O, and let X K = {f* A^ |^l(r)-<-K}j choose m§N in such a way that, 
if r*A K, and |t'-tM| Al/m, then cftr(t'), f W ) ) * ̂  • For anv r*^K> ^ 
denote by 9%* the curve obtained from r* *n *ne following way: 1° step. We 
join the points r(jr(l/m))f y(l/m), y(2/m),...» r<(m-l)/m)f r(y((m-l)/m)) 
by the shortest geodesic arcs. 2° step. We consider the centres C,,...,C of 
these arcs, and join r(C,), C,,C0,...,Cm, r(Cm), as before, by the shortest 
geodesic arcs. Then, the map 2 h A ~»+ A is continuous and t-decreasingj 
moreover £J,3by> )4L(y);>0 if and only if r* is a geodesic of dsL which 
starts from and reaches BJ- orthogonally (see 153, £9J). As we shall see la-
3 
ter, by the curve shortening procedure we can obtain the geodesic of ds-> ; 
r 
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then, we can get a geodesic of ds by the limiting procecfejre by H 2 J (see also 
P ] and C$3. p, 88), We close this section with the sketch of it. 
Suppose that, for every <fy there exists a geodesic y * A - £ cf oHL, 
such that the ©uclidesn distance dist(I»(y),S) of I»(y) fro* the set S of 
singularities, is &*> , Since o3L -ds^ on M^», the part of -g» which lies in 
« 
M - , gives rise, after a reparawetrixation, to a solution x;I&,T3 —•» M - of 
*2 ^ 
(1,3), with x(0), x(T)«M^ , As *€>» ̂ 3 ~"*°» we get a sejô jence *n<t), 
t#fO»Tn]» of solutions of (1,3), such that VCx^Q))-* M (x^T n))~*ln by 
U33, w© know that 0< c, 4Tnalc2, where c^ and c^ do not depend on n. Let us 
consider a subsequence, still denoted by (x n) n > such that Tn---a»T0 4|cjinl-
and x (Q)*-#> btB, Then, for the solution x^(t)» we have V(x b(T»* 
» lim V(x (T ))sh, so xK reaches 8 at the ti«e T_, and it ©Jves rise, accord-%+m n n D o sr-
ing to Remark 1,3, to a 2T0~periodic solution of (1,3)* 
§ 3, Proof of Thooree 1.1. Me start with a Imm. 
v Lamia 3,1, let V be such that (1.1), (1,2) hold, and fix K, ft > 0, 
htR, Then, there exists ra>0 such that, if o<j><r, and Vc{f+ £(I&»11> 
M-#)||» is piecewise smooth} verifies the conditions: 
(3,1) Im(*Onix|d(x) t t ) % 0 and 
(3.2) £y*>l*l**uK 
for every f # r , then we have dist(I#(¥)»$) *f> fot every y % P * 
Proof. Since (3.1) is still verified if % is decreased, we cart assume 
<x|d(x)4 * } e JT, Set A«»ax *t|U(x)Hot*)*ti and choose r € 3 Q » * . L i n such a 
way that V(x)4 2b and |U(x)|> *M+A for d(x>*r (see (LI), ( l J ^ X Lftt f» 
and T be as in the statement of the lmm% let ̂  % P > and suppose* by con-
tradiction, that dist(I«(y),$)-€ ja , then* there exists an interval lt\t*Jc 
ct0,lj such that y(Ct\t^)c<xlf *d(x>4«l, d(y(t*))*$i and d(y(t*)>* 




so |U(r(t'))|^|U(r(t'))-U(r(r))|-.|U(r(r))U V/2K+A; but this is impo-
ssible, since d(f (*'))={?>< r-
Proof of Tt-eoroi 1.1. Set A^=«ir€ A - | r does not cross S}; we have 
*3 ^3 
two cases. 1° case: suppose that (1.4) holds. Since H (Y* B,Z) *& 
*Ho^r3'
B«r3'
Z)> p r e e x i s t s UQ%HQ(J^ lB<f ,Z)- *0>. 
Let us consider 6>0 6 o60, and set K= J a(o» )|ck | dt, 
t> = -j dist(S,B^ ). Finally, we take r as in Lemma 3.1, and fix p 6 } 0 , r f . 
Then the set P=£fr« <*0lEp(r)-4K}, ver i f ies (3.1) and (3.2) (we recall that 
Efl,(r)-5i
,iL(^)), therefore dist(Im(r ),S) * <p for every r € T .Set 
c=inf ̂ t % ( r ) | r C P}, and observe that c>0; otherwise there would exist a 
sequence (Ynlc * C A ^ such that the arc length of r with respect to ds 
goes to zero. Then, for large n, r clear ly cannot belong to «6 , so we have 
a contradiction. Let us consider now a minimizing sequence (yO-, C P 
U i l V . m ) = c ) ; "nee £ B T n 6 T and ̂ O ^ ) - ^ ^ (2> is the 
curve shortening procedure on (M- ,dsl)), we have: lim 11(5)^)= 
= lim ^(yj=c>0. 
Therefore (see £10], Appendix), a subsequence of ('yn)n converges to a geode-
sic r e A-, of ds , with dist(Irn(r),S) :> jt> . Notice that Im(r) is not 
completely contained in M-M *; for if not, we would have Im(rr))c M-M^ for 
2 2. n̂-1 
large n, so we can project y on BLj* along the curves z =const.,..., z = 
=const., zn(s)=s. But this is impossible, since /yn«o^0- Finally, by the 
limiting procedure sketched in Section 2, we get the result. 
2° case: suppose that (1.5) holds. Let /-» 0*^k^V ' V ^ "^ ̂
notice tnat 
tJfk(A*<r 3 ^ )w ffk(Y*,B)), choose fQ« (*Q, set 
K= max i j a(«a)|cb| dt|cJ € lm(fQ ) } , s, = y d is t (S,B^) , and take r, j * as in 
Lemma 3.1. Then, for every f t Vm • f f f lm( f ) | f€ /&0, ^ ( y O - S K } , we have 
d is t ( Im( r ) ,S) 2 f .Set $= -if * (J 0 |E^( r )dK for every r c Im(f)} , and 
c=inf max 4 L ^ ( r ) | r % Im(f)} . As before i t is not d i f f i cu l t to check that 
c>0. Let us consider ( f n ) n c $ such that m a x - f t - ( r ) | r « Im(fn)} goes to 
c a s n i - e o , Then, since SO • f « $ , we have: 
C4 imax« fL ( f l l r ) | r e I m ( f n ) J - * m a x f l ! l ( r ) | y * Im(fn)}', therefore there exists 
( r n ) n such that r n « I m ( f n ) , and ̂ ( * y n ) - * c. 
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Since ̂ ( ^ y n ) £ ^ ( y n ) . ^ m a x < l ^ ( 7 ' ) I T « Im(fn)|, we also have 1.L(yn)--* 
— > cj so, a subsequence of (7O,, converges to a geodesic *y of d§L ,with 
dist(Im(y),S)2: f , which start from and reach 8 * orthogonally. FromC9J, 
we have that the curves z =const.,...,zn~ =const., and <£,4zn£ <f\, are ge-
odesic of dsL . Therefore, the part of T contained in M-M» coincides with 
one of such curves, and Im(y) is not completely contained in M-M_r. 
2 
At this point, we can use the same argument as in the 1 case. 
§ 4. Proof of Theorem 1.2. The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 
1.2, so we assume, from now on, that Rn=R and S=fO}. Let P^=fT€ C(C0,tf, 
M - ) | T is piecewise smooth, and T ^ ^ T ^ J * and ŵ* SW* *& \f -s no~ 
motopically not trivial in R -fO H » 
Let us consider the manifold M-, with the boundary B « and metric ds!L 
(for some p > 0 fixed); since M- is geodesically convex, we can still use 
the curve shortening procedure on M- as in Section 2, but in this section, 
we apply it to the closed curves y « P- . In fact, if K>0, for every «y c 
ft P- with Efi(f)£Kt there exists a closed, curve, which we still denote 
(as in Section 2) by Qx » nomotopic to T wi^ n an ^-decreasing homotopy. 
Moreover, if lim TLCorO-lim TA&'rn)>Oi then a subsequence of (T-,)-, *v*co Y n <ifc«*a» f» • n • n n 
converges to a closed geodesic of d3L (see I10], Appendix). 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to start from a curve \e P^ » 
and to consider the sequence: *y = ij , Tn+l =®?Vr *f we cnoose a verv 
small f* , we get a closed geodesic y of d§L such that dist(Im(T)>n)2 f>* 
On the other hand, T is not contained in M-~M^-, provided M is sufficiently 
large (that is, provided the energy level h is sufficiently high, see (1.7)). 
Since dsL =ds on fx| |x|*© x€MdfcJ # T is a close0, geodesic of ds. 
Then it gives rise, by a reparametrlzation of the time, to a solution of 
(1.3) with energy h. To carry out this programme, we need some lemmas. Set 
ttrH0=max £lT("t)l |tcfO,Ul; the lemma 4.1 is due to C63. 
Leva 4.1. We have / |f-|2dt £ Byl^for every T « P«f • 
Proof. Let T * fy » and suppose f |y| dt < lf\\0; then, since 
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|y(t')-T(t")| * J
4|y|2dt*(/'1 lrl2dt)1/2, there exists a disc DcR2-
- *C0} such that Im(?r )c 0. Therefore -y is homotopically trivial, and we 
have a contradiction. 
Lean 4.2. Suppose that (1.6) holds, and let i| e F-, heft, and K>o. 
Then, there exists r, > 0 such that, if 0 < ^ < r,, and if H: C0,so3—> P -
is a continuous function which verifies the conditions: 
(4.1) H(0)=i| 
(4.2) fi a (<$O|fr|2dt.*K for every -y * I»(H), 
we have 1*|»1 &r, for every -y* Im(H). 
Proof. Fix c>2K, and choose a 0< Tj-Wrfl^so snail in such a way that 
V ( x ) 4 - c / | x | 2 * 2 h for 0 < | x | j * r , ; let p and H as in the statement of the 
lemma, and set, for simplicity, -yg m H(s) ( s c l O . s ^ ) . He argue by contra-
diction and suppose that I ^ I Q * ^ for some X * t0,sQ3. Since f<tl< 
< I ^ ^ l - f p l o * a ^ since s - » lfjl0 is continuous, there exists 
s«tO,sQJ such that f <*T9lQ<rv **
 c l a i * t n a t ^T^^^^T^l 
for every t c £ 0 , U ; in fact, i f we fix t c £ 0 , l j and choose x,y« R2 such 
that x=y ( t ) , and |y| = l'ys l,» we have two cases. 1° case: )x| .*j»/2. Then 
V? (x )=f^V(y) .* -c / |y |
2 , 2° case: |x |> f /2 . Then y x M i - ^ f ( | x | ) ) V ( x V 
+ ^ 0 x | ) r ^ . i ( l - t f ( | x | ) ) V ( x K ^ f V ( x ) * V ( x U - - c / | x l
2 4 ^ / t y l 2 , so the cUim 
is proved. Finally we observe that, since nti42h and V(-ys(t)).#2h, we hav* 
V r s ( t ) ) * 2 h ( t * £ 0 , l j ) . Then the inequalities (see(4.2) and Lama 4.1)-
K * j f Vrs^rsl2^^ H ^ " 1 ^ * 
* - 1 /,V^s)|is|
2dt.> ~£y jfl tsl
2dtt f. 
give c*2K» so we have a contradicts^ 
Lena 4.3. Suppose that (1.6) holds, let i | « V^, h * 8, and set 
K= / a ( i | ) | ^ | 2 d t . Then, there exists r:2>0 such that, i f 0<f«r r2, #**re 
exists a closed geodesic y c f ^ of d-4 * s u c h t h a t ^ T ^ * K a ^ 
dist( I«(Tf ) ,0 ) . i t f . 3 
Proof. Let r ^ O be as in Lewa *-2> set 6 = r r and choose r > 0 a* in 
Lerana 3.1. Then, we fix r2«30,r£ wii-h r2<dist(l»(<i| ) ,0) , j » * 30 , r 2 C %id 
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consider the sequence: y • - i|, *y,rH.i = 3^r,> where 9 is the curve shortening 
procedure on M #», with respect to diL. We have that: 
(4.3) Tri * *"*<£ and dist(lm(yn),0)> A for every ntN. 
In fact, if niN is fixed, there exists a homotopy HcC(lO,l], P*,)such that 
H(0)=1| , H(l)-fn, and 1 1 ( j O . * K for every 3*c Im(H). We claim that 
(4.4) dist(lm('y),0) *f> for every |*c Im(H); 
clearly (4.4) implies (4.3). In order to prove (4.4), we set, for simplicity, 
1| =H(s) (s*tO,l)), and suppose, by contradiction, dist(Im($ ),0)<p for 
some *«tO, 1]. Since dist(lm(f|),0)>r2>f>, there exists so€l0,<t3 seen that 
* C T J . (that is it is homotopically not trivial in fr--f Oj) for every s>% 
cfO,g ] , and dist(Im(tj ),0)<p . Then the continuous function H:[0,s1~* 
~*T^ verifies (4.1) and (4.2) (we recall that E^(-y)^ tL(-|0)» so we have 
IliiglQir, for every scC0,s ]. On the other hand, since y»<r 2<r, and since 
the set P=H(tO,sQ]) verifies (3.1) (we recall that 6 = ^ ) and (3.2), becau-
se of Lemma 3.1 we have dist(Im(ii ),c, 2rjD for every s*£0,s1 . In particul-
ar, dist(Im(ii ),0)>« , so we have a contradiction. At this point, by 
*so * 
standard argument (see 1,10]), we know that a subsequence of (yn)n converges 
to a closed geodesic y of d§L, with y * F - and dist(Im(y),0)»p because 
of (4.3). Therefore, the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Because of (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10), there exist 
R , Hl , H2>n such that, for every xcR2, |x|£R: 
(4.5) H 1 ^ | v ' ( x ) |
2 - 2 | V , , ( x ) V and |V'(x)|2+2|V"(x)|j§Hr 
For any b*R - iOj we denote, as in Section 2, by xfa(t) the solution of the 
Cauchy problem: 
I 
x* = -V'(x), 
x(0) = b, 
x(0) = 0; 
notice that, because of the standard existence theorem (see t4}> Th. 1.2), 
and the assumption (1.9), there exists t >0 such that, for every |b|>R, 
xb(t) exists on t O , ^ . Observe that, from (1.6) and (1.9), we have: 
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(4.6) V(x)4c|x| for every x^O, 
where c>0 is a suitable (large) constant. Then, we set: 
o 
tx=min 4tQ , N^7H 2 1, h - t L ^ / 3 y/Ut 
and choose a piecewise smooth closed curve y± such that 7i is homotopically 
not trivial in R - { 0 } , Clearly, because of (1.7), there exists h c R such 
that, for every h>h we have Im(i| )c*tx|V(x)__ h-1}, and: 
(4.7) V(x)>h-1 implies |x |£R; 
(4.8) 0 < h / \i\2tt- f\(*>l)\i\26t4^(ih-l)2. 
Fix h>h 0, set a(x)=h-V(x) (x*0), M= {0}U{x|V(x).S h?, 
and B= dM. Then M is compact and V'(x)*0 for every x«B (see (4.7), (4.5)). 
Moreover we have: (d2/dt2)(a(xb(t)))=(d/dt)(a'(xb(t))xb(t))= 





We claim that 
(4A0) a(xb(t))41 for every b«B and tctO,^}: 
otherwise, there would exist b«B and t c tO,t-t such that a (x_ ( t ) ) ._A on 
tO,tfl , and a(xb(r))=l. 
Then, since j |xb(t)|2+V(xb(t))=h, from (4.9) and (4.5) we have: 
(d 2/dt 2)(a(x b(t)))*|V^ 
+2|V"(x b ( t ) )UH 2 for every t f t O , * ! . Then a(xb( t)) .*A H-t
2 on C0,r3 , so 
1 2 1 2 
l=a(xb(nf))^--- H-T <j H?t,; but this is not possible because of our choice 
of t j , . At this point, we go back to the construction of the neighbourhood 
\zn£ <fA of B, as sketched in Section 2, and observe that we can take d^= 
= the minimum of arc length of x. (t0,t,3) with respect to ds , that i s : 
<^=min iy/2 / * a ( x b ( t ) ) d t | b e B f . 
•o 







(4.11) a(xfa(t)) is increasing and a(x,(t))>| H,t for every t6C0,t,l. 
A 
In particular, since cT,= v/2* / a(x. (t))dt for some b«B, we have 
<TX £ \/l H ^ / 6 . Set <fy «rj73; we claim that a(x) * A on B^ . In fact, if 
xe B - , there exist beB and v c t0,t,3, such that x=xb(if), and cfl= 
= ̂ 2 J ^ a ( x b ( t ) ) d t . From (4.H), we have d*3 .> \/2 H^/6; on the other hand, 
by the mean value theorem, fy Jl a(x.( P ))x &/T a(xb(Y ))tr = /? a(x)-r ; 
therefore 6\ *( V T a(x))36 ^ / v ^ H p so a(x)3>H1<f3/12=H1tfj/9d2 2 
>. H,t-/3 -12, and the claim follows. Let us now set K= j adO.ijI dt, and 
consider r2, ro and the closed geodesic p̂ e F ^ of dsu as in Lemma 4.3. 
We know that dist(lm('y),0) > q> . On the other hand, we have (see Lemma 4.1): 
M o * J0*l*l
2dt*5 -Ca(r>lrl2dt*x ?(*)*></*> 
so, because of (4.6) and (4.8), V(<y(t))* c| -yCt)!* c \/i<73i -* h-1. Therefore 
Im( #•) c -Cx e ML, | | x | 2 j& } , and -y is a closed geodesic of the Jacobian me-
tric ds. 
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